PPF

Professional paint protection films
KEEP YOUR CAR NEW!
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BENEFITS OF SKYFOL PPF
Have you bought your new car and you would like the paint to remain undamaged for years? Are you fed up with stone chips?
Do you often drive at places where vegetation can damage the paintwork? Has someone ever scrathed your car with a key? Has your
door been hit in the parking lot of shopping centers? If you want to keep your car immaculate, Skyfol paint protection films will be of
great help.

ALWAYS NEW

PROTECTION AGAINST
DAMAGES

Do you want to preserve the original look of your car so that the

Dust: airborne dust at high speeds scratch the surface, and

Are you fed up with stone chips? Has someone hit your door in

paint is exactly the same as when you took the car home for the

after some years of driving on the highway, it leaves a permanent

a parking lot? Have you ever had your car scratched by a bush

first time? Choose a Skyfol PPF material and protect your car

mark on the paintwork

when you had to pull off? Protect your new car with a Skyfol
PPF material.

paint against external exposure and wear.
Paintworks become matter and faded over time. With subsequent maintenance this can be helped, but with each pro-

Parking: the door of the adjacent car is pushed to your car,

UV radiation: the sun will eat all the ink, it’s just a matter of

In use, our car is exposed to a lot of mechanical impacts, and

or a shopping hits your car and causes unpleasant and lasting

time; solar radiation makes the layer of paint faded and causes

vandals can also cause a lot of inconveniences. The perfect

damage to the paintwork

premature aging of the lacquer layer

protection against these factors is provided by Skyfol PPF materials.

cedure we make irreversible interventions on the surface of
the car. Either the layer of paint becomes thinner, or chemicals

Hailstorms: summer hail can do a lot of damage to the paint-

are applied to the surface that gradually wear out and lose its

work, we meet a lot of new cars that are completely disfigured by hail

resistance. Skyfol PPF materials offer the strongest protection for paintworks. For many years, they surely protect from

Stone chips: at high speed, even a tiny pebble piece can cause
huge damage to the paintwork

Extreme hot and cold temperatures: in high heat, the

environmental influences.

lacquer layer will soften and become very sensitive to surface sc-

What effects are we talking about?

ratches, while in winter the lacquer layer becomes rigid and can
chip off easily

What impacts shall you think of more exactly?

Vegetation: bushes and twigs hanging onto the road often
scratch the entire side of the car

Narrow parkways: we often scratch the bumpers, whose
repair is time-consuming and costly, and generally will not be like
the original any more

Vandalism: Sometimes we are forced to leave our car in
a place where there is a risk that we will find it with the doors
scratched
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EASY TO CLEAN
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EXTRA DURABLE

Have you ever struggled with cleaning your paint protection

The next development took place in 2010, which was a huge step

Paint protection films are the most durable way to protect your

always provide maximum protection for your car.

film? Do you want a surface that is easier to clean than paint?

forward, with the appearance of surface coated paint protecti-

car. The polyurethane film is one of the most durable materi-

The function of body protection films is to protect the paint properly,

Skyfol PPF paint protection films have one of the biggest ad-

on films. The surface of the film started to have a special coa-

als that man can make, initially developed for space techno-

so it is important that they do not leave adhesive residue and do

vantages over their competitors to make cleaning extremely

ting that protects against discoloration, and the surface has also

logy and then for aerial use. Nowadays, it is widely used in the

not remove the top layer of lacquer even in critical parts and even

easy. The surface tension of the upper protective layer was

become significantly easier to clean - these films did not turn

construction industry when it comes to insulating materials

after several years. Skyfol PPF Nano and Nano Rapid adhesive has

adjusted to be water repellent. Thanks to this water-repellent

yellow on white cars. Nevertheless, there remained still some

that perform well for up to 30-40 years.

been removed from thousands of cars without problems so far,

feature, cleaning is considerably simpler as contamination

uncomfortable problems, such as the ability to remove heavy con-

cannot get into the structure of the film.

taminants like bug stains, as well as the fact that the film sur-

The expected durability of Skyfol PPF Nano and Nano Rapid

damages can be avoided. 17 years ago we were the first ones to

face still became dirtier more quickly than the uncoated parts.

films is 10 years. The base material will last longer, but due

start to distribute paint protection films in the CEE region, and by

Earlier paint protection films were prone to yellowing and

However, in 2016, the ultimate technological solution appeared

to the reliable removability of the adhesive layer, we have set

today we have become one of Europe’s leading distributors, our

stains caused by dirt could not be removed. After a change

with the help of nanotechnology: the surface coating of the film

a warranty period of 5 years for installation in our installation

experience in the industry is absolutely unique.

of technology around the year 2006, the next generation of

became water repellent. From then on, even more critical con-

network. We recommend replacing the product after 5 years to

raw materials appeared, and these were much more resis-

taminants can be easily removed and finally we can say that cle-

tant. However, white cars still had a problem with yellowing,

aning the film surface has become easier than a painted surface.

and the removal of surface contamination was also an issue.

The perfect paint protection film was born.

with the right tools and technology, adhesive residues and surface
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PPFNano 2.0

PPFNano+

EXTRA
PROTECTION

Skyfol PPF Nano+ is the choice for cars that are really put to the test.
With 30% increased thickeness the Nano+ offers extreme protection
against road debris. Especially developed for race tracks and experience driving centers, the Skyfol PPF Nano+ offers an unmatchable
level of protection. Thanks to the special clear coat the surface gloss is
perfect, while cleaning is easy, as the film has water repellant properties. Self healing works the same way as with Skyfol PPF Nano.

PPFNano Satin

EASY CLEANING
UPGRADED FEATURES:
•

Instant self healing
No additional heat is required to speed up the self healing to offer better demonstration of the self healing feature of the
Skyfol PPF Nano. Micro scratches go away within seconds, making powerful perfomance presentations possible.

•

Further improved coating
We have improved the coating further to offer even more stain resistance. The new coating puts Skyfol PPF Nano in the
very top leauge of the PPF industry.

•

More flexible adhesive
An extremely flexible film needs a very flexible adhesive in order to avoid any sort of adhesive marks and to offer
an extremely good repositionability. With the improved adhesive, installation will be faster and easier.
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PROTECTION
AND DESIGN

Skyfol PPF Nano Satin, paint protection film has a special coating with
a satin surface that provides unique look for your car. The special clear
coat results in the film being highly resistant to contaminants which
would cause the yellowing of the film and damage the surface. The film
protects the body of the car from minor stone chips, surface scratches,
damage caused by car wash brushes and other similar impacts.
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PPFWrap

PPFShadow

GIVE STYLE
TO LAMP
PROTECTION

Professional lamp protection film with colored tone? Skyfol offers 3
different levels of lamp design films: 30%, 50% and 70% visible light
transmission. Crystal clear solution for headlights. Self healing coating and proper thickness will give you a perfect protection and great
optical tuning. The level of gloss is amazing, the film is very flexible to
be easily installed on every shape. A professional protection film for
lamps with style.

PPFWPF

A POWERFUL
WINDSCREEN
PROTECTION
FILM
PERFECTED FOR PPF WRAPS

Are you fed up with stone chips damaging your windscreen? Skyfol offers
a solution for this as well. The Skyfol Windscreen Protection Film (WPF)
is a special TPU-PET layered film with great installation properties offering a strong protection against stone chips.

PPFScreen

The high end of car wrapping is here. The professional colored TPU films are the perfect gloss solution for car wrapping with
hydrophobic and self healing features. Amazing effect, like the car had a full glass coverage. Complete wraps with PPF require
expert skills and lots of time, so they have to be priced accordingly, do not expect a cheap PPF Wrap, it does not exist. Compared
to regular, PVC based car wrapping films Skyfol PPF Wrap has better gloss than the actual factory paintwork, is self healing, meaning the micro sratches dissappear from the surface and is hydrophobic, resulting in easier cleaning. And for durability, Skyfol
Wrap PPF has an expected lifetime of about 10 years, double the time than regular car wrapping. Skyfol PPF Wrap is available in
black, white, red, blue and nardo grey. All optimized for good stretching, as all these jobs are bulk application. An addition all to
these features is Skyfol PPF Wrap being a full paint protection film as well.
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PROFESSIONAL
PROTECTION
FOR SCREENS

As screens are getting larger and larger in cars, they need a professional film to offer protection against breakage, scratches and stains.
Many screens are also hardly visible because of the reflected light.
The Skyfol Screen protection film is anti reflection, anti scratch and
anti fingerprint. It also comes with a silicone adhesive that enables dry
installation. Get your screens protected!
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PPFPreCut

You are looking for PPF pre cut kits, that you can order online? You want
a reliable software with an up-to date database? You are looking for pe-

PROFESSIONAL
PAINT PROTECTION FILM
PRE-CUT KITS

fectly fitting patterns?

SKYFOL PPF PRECUT
IS THE BEST SOLUTION

FOR YOU.

YOU COULD NOT FIND THE MODEL
YOU ARE LOOKING FOR IN OUR ONLINE DATABASE?
our offline database
is much larger

if you want to get all available patterns to a model,
just email us

many additional precuts
are available for models
displayed online

info@wraptrade.com

please send us an email
with the requested part
and an offer will be sent

LOOKING FOR CUT KITS?
we will cut the pattern
for you

cut and sent within
24 hours of ordering

huge database of cars

shipping all over
Europe

many patterns
for interior as well

LOOKING FOR SOFTWARE ON SITE?
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you can also use the software yourself on site

huge database of cars

our cutting software works
with cut codes supplied
with the film

perfectly fitting patterns

Stop wasting your time with cutting and buy already precut kits from wraptrade.com!
www.wraptrade.com/ppf-precut
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ABOUT SKYFOL

FAQ

Already in the early moments we saw a great opportunity in paint protection films, included in our range since 2002. We had to wait
steadily until the opportunity we saw finally came to fruition; finally, the biggest star of the past few years have been paint protection

WHERE CAN I FIND SKYFOL PPF CERTIFIED INSTALLATION CENTERS?
Please visit our website at www.skyfol.com/paint-protection-film and browse our certified partners per country.

film. These materials do their job invisibly, protecting new car paintworks from different harmful effects for years. Thanks to long years
of development, paint protection films have become perfect by now: easy to install, durable and simple to clean, with all initial issues
left behind. In 2016 it was predicted that the market for paint protection films would get doubled by 2020. As of 2018, global traffic has
increased fourfold compared to two years earlier, putting the market of paint protection films on a trend of development never seen
before. With this product category, Skyfol is one of the most prestigious distributors in Europe, with materials that are real milestones
in the industry. Be a part of this success story and choose Skyfol paint protection films!

WILL SKYFOL PPF MODIFY THE OUTLOOK OF MY CAR?
No, Skyfol PPF is totally invisible on the paint, it will not change the appearance and the color of the car. This is of course only valid for
the gloss films.

DO I HAVE TO CLEAN MY CAR DIFFERENTLY AFTER SKYFOL PPF HAS BEEN INSTALLED?
You will have to pay attention to the following: high pressure water should be used from a minimum distance of 35
cm and not directed on the edges; you should avoid any abrasive cleaner; always test harsh chemicals before using,
Skyfol cleaning products have been tried and tested on all of our Skyfol PPf films, we suggest using these. And try
to avoid automatic car washes, we also do not suggest these on factory paintwork.

2002

WHY DOES SKYFOL NOT GIVE LIFETIME WARRANTIES, LIKE OTHER BRANDS?

K&R Trading Co. imports
PPF to Hungary for the first
time

Skyfol does not wish to engage in warranty wars of the industry, we simply think this stupid. A wide number of
circumstances will determine the lifetime of the product, that are out of our control. We warrant the product for a
period of 5 years and determine the expected durability to 10 years. We suggest changing your PPF every 5 years
to give proper protection and ensure proper removability.
CAN SKYFOL PPF BE REMOVED?

2020

2008

Skyfol PPF precut database
is launched, Skyfol PPF Wrap
series is introduced

K&R Trading Co. launches
its private label brand Skyfol

Professional workshops can remove Skyfol PPF without any damage to the paint or adhesive residue.
WILL SKYFOL PPF TURN YELLOW?
All Skyfol PPF products are clear coated with hydrophobic properties, so they will not turn yellow.
HOW DEEP SCRATCHES WILL SELF HEAL?

2019

2010

Skyfol PPF Nano+,
Nano Rapid, Shadow
and Mirror Black are
introduced

K&R Trading Co. changes
to clear coated PPF only

The coating on the film has the self healing property, if the scratch does not penetrate this layer, it will self heal.
The thicker the coating the deeper the scratch will disappear.
CAN CERAMIC COATING BE APPLIED ON SKYFOL PPF?
It is absolutely unnecessary to apply ceramic coating on any Skyfol PPF product, the film is already hydrophobic.
CAN SKYFOL PPF BE APPLIED ON RE-PAINTED CARS?

2018

Skyfol PPF Nano Satin

If the car is repainted, then 4-6 weeks must pass before the installation in order to have proper drying-out of the
paint. In winter it can even be more.

2016

Skyfol PPF Nano, the first
hydrophobic PPF
in the range of Skyfol
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2012

The first Skyfol PPF product
is launched
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PROFESSIONAL FILM AND INSTALLATION
www.skyfol.com

